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Reid Diamond .. 
Reid Diamond 
Transformer 19 
HO scale model train, vinyl 
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Photo Peter MacCallum 
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Glitter Train 
R eid Diamond has been a ixture in Toronto's art and music scenes or more than fiteen years. et, like many of the 
generation of "permanently emerging" artists apparently too 
young to be established and too old to be discovered, his artwork 
remains overlooked. A recent two-gallery exhibition at 
Tableau Vivant and Phoebe treet Project in oronto went 
some distance toward correcting this. 
The work at both locations were language-based-mini­
narratives shorter than the hortest short story, with an easy 
conversational feel. In every case, Diamond turn language 
into an object. At Phoebe Street, Glitch (1998) tells the tory 
of a band on tour that heads out rom Brandon, Manitoba, then 
turns west into a reracting sun that blinds them. The text, on 
three walls, looks gorgeous in silver glitter on long bands of blue 
glitter. The bright sparkle of the text and blue bands makes 
the story almost impos ible to read when the gallery's light trike 
it head on-the piece visually mimics what it tells in words. 
It is characteristic of these works that something physical in 
the work acts out what the words relate. Gimmer (1998), or 
example, a rough, mordant piece, tells of a grave in Ester hazy, 
Sa katchewan, that glowed at twilight-it's done in glow-in­
the-dark paint. I thought that this tactic was nothing more than 
making literal something in the text, but now it trike me more 
as being an attempt to demonstrate omething consequential 
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that would get lost in the narrative-like structure that language 
imposes. Vi ual events in the space of the gallery play out against 
pa t event which, because they are past, can only be presented 
in language. The reshness in Diamond's works rests not in a new 
style or orm, but rather something like a moment of perception; 
the works break through a language in which an earlier transitory 
perception had been stored. There is something witty here: 
a happy playing with a orm-language-which can't help but 
impose its particular order on the world. 
At Tableau Vivant, Transormer (1999) is a pun on the linear 
low of language. Two storie , almost limericks, appear on 
a model train that circles the gallery above head height: one 
i printed on the outside of the train, the other on the inside. 
In one story, Reid i mistaken or the aging punker Art Bergman; 
in the other, he's inormed that he's not Art Bergman. Each 
undoe the other, and to parody this, the order of words lowing 
by i like a palindrome that can be read orwards or backwards. 
Reading, too, is parodied by being operated by the model train. 
You don't can the text; it passes by under its own power. 
Obviously, the piece is another example of art about art-just 
the sort of embedded pun on which both shows trade. 
The uraces of glitter sparkle like a Diamond. Every work 
want you to Reid it. • 
by ANDY PATTON 
